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Compactification of the space of vector bundles on a singular curve

C. J. Rego

Let X be a singular, intégral, projective curve of genus greater than one over
an algebraically closed field k. It has been verifîed by Narasimhan and Newstead

[N] that the method of [S] extends to construct a projective moduli space for
semi-stable torsion free 0x modules of rank n and degree d which we dénote by
M(n, d). The points of M(n, d) corresponding to vector bundles form an open,
irreducible subset. The object of this article is to prove the

THEOREM. If X is embeddable in a smooth surface Z then M(n, d) is

irreducible.

To prove irreducibility it suffices (and is équivalent) to verify
(0.1) Given a torsion free ûx-module N there is an ©^xs^c^-module 3! with

2lt-£**N and £®k{(i)) a vector bundle on XxSpec k((t)).
If the singularities of X are not ail planar then we hâve verifîed in [R] that

there are rank one modules not deformable to a line bundle, hence M cannot be

irreducible in that case. The case n 1 was first established in [A] using Iar-
robino&apos;s calculation of the dimension of the Punctual Hilbert Scheme of ideals in

klx, y] of colength m,

(0.2) dim HilbS1 (fc[x, yD ^ m -1.

In [R] we gave a self contained proof of the irreducibility of M(1, d) by
induction on the multiplicity of the singular points and derived (0.2) as a

conséquence. The case of rank greater than one does not follow &quot;module

theoretically&quot; from the rank one resuit except for very simple plane singularities
for which modules split locally into a direct sum of rank one modules. By [B] this
happens only when the multiplicity of each singular point is less than or equal to
two.

An important ingrédient in the arguments of [A] and [R] was the fact that

every component of Hilbm (X) is of dimension greater than or equal to m. This
follows from the observation that Hilbm (X) is (locally) the zéro set of a section of
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a rank m vector bundle on the 2m dimensional space Hilbm (Z). For n &gt; 1 we
work with Quotm (n, Z), the space of quotients of length m of a fixed free sheaf

on Z of rank n. However Quotm (n, Z) is singular and Quotm (n, X) &lt;-*&gt;

Quotm (n, Z) does not hâve a simple description as a subscheme. There is thus no

way oï extending the ideas of [A] to the case of n &gt; 1. In [R] we use the fact that
Hilbm (Z) is at least irreducible for Z a smooth connected surface. Again, we
hâve no à priori proof that Quotm (n, Z) is irreducible for n &gt; 1 and this resuit is

deduced below as a corollary of the main theorem.
When n l the irreducibility of Hilbm (Z) Quotm (1, Z) follows from tfie

Hilbert-Schaps&apos; lemma &quot;codim 2 + cohen-macaulay^smoothable,&quot; where the
matrices defining the présentation of the codimension 2 idéal are deformed. As
the quotients in Quotm (n, Z) are also defined by two term complexes it would be

interesting to obtain a proof of the irreducibility of Quotm (n, Z) along thèse lines.
The main difficulty hère is that for n &gt; 1 the matrices cannot be deformed
&quot;arbitrarily&quot; as Quotm (n, Z) is singular.

We are unable to prove that M(rc, d) is reduced for n &gt; 1. It would sufrice to
know that Quotm (n, X) is reduced. In the case when X has only ordinary double
points Seshadri has recently proved that M is reduced. He writes down the

completion of the local rings of M in determinantal form so that they can be

described by available techniques. The gênerai case is completely open.
No use is made hère of the analogue of the scheme E introduced in [R] and

we are able to avoid the somewhat précise (see (3.1.2.) to (3.1.7.) of [R])
dimension calculations used there. The analogue of (0.2) follows from the main
theorem, as in the case of rank one, but as we hâve no applications détails are
omitted.

§1. Initial définitions and propositions

Let Y be a scheme over k and V €\. The functor of €Y®ÛT submodules of
V®ÛT, NT, satisfying &quot;V®€T/NT is a locally free €T module of rank m&quot; is

represented by a projective scheme denoted by Quotm (n, Y). In the sequel Y will
usually be a smooth surface or a curve on a smooth surface. Note that if W is a

subscheme of Y we hâve a closed immersion Qm (n, W) ^ Qm (n, Y) where

iVeQm (n, W) ifï J*w • VcjV, where J&gt;w is the defining idéal of W.

PROPOSITION 1.1. LetZhea smooth surface. Then Qm (n, Z) is singular for
n&gt;l, m&gt;l.

Proof. The tangent space at a point corresponding to N c V is canonically
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identifiée! with Hom (N, V/N). Suppose V/N is supported at m distinct points of
Z. We claim V/N defines a smooth point of Quot. To see this first compute the

tangent space. Since it is a local question is suffices to fix a local ring û of Z with
maximal idéal 2ft and suppose No Wl®0® • • • ©0 ci 0n V. Then
Hom (No, V/No) has dimension (n 4-1). If V/N is supported at m distinct points its
tangent space has rank m(n +1). We now check that Quotm has dimension
m(n + l) at V/N. Again it suffices to prove that at NO 3K©0- • -©Oc
V Quot^n, Z) has dimension (n +1). Note that No defines a point of
P(V/2R- V) &lt;¦» Quot1. For each point of Z we thus obtain a Pn&quot;1c:Quot1 of
quotients supported at that point. As dim Z 2 we find dim Quot1 ^ (n - 1) + 2

n 4-1. By the tangent space compilation dim Quot1 (n +1).
We dénote by Um the smooth open subset of Quotm defined by quotients

supported at m distinct points. To see that Quotm is singular for m ^ 2, n ^ 2 we
pick a point in the closure of £/m which has a tangent space of rank greater than
(n + l)m. One such point is defined by the module Ne: V of colength 1 at (m -2)
points and of the type 2ft©2)?©0©- • •©&lt;?&lt;=: V at one point. It is clear how to
deform this quotient so that it has support at m points. If x, y are generators of 9JÎ

just take the fc[f] déformation ((* + *, y)©3W- • • ©&lt;!?)&lt;= V(g)fc|[*]. This shows that
V/N is in the closure of l/m. However its tangent space has rank equal to
(n + l)(m - 2) + 2(n + 2) which is greater than (n +1) • m. This proves the proposition.

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let X be a projective intégral curve with singular points
Pi • • Pr and N a torsion free €x-module of rank n. Then N is deformable (over
Spec kltj) to a vector bundle onXx Spec k((t)) if and only if NPi is deformable to a
projective module over 0x

Proof. One way is clear so suppose NP is deformable to a projective module
Vi and let NP[t] be the OPi®kltJ modules representing thèse déformations.
Choose imbeddings qx: NP[t]&lt;=-€PJg)klt} and observe that (coker qt) is a finite
fc|[f] module iflf it is not supported at any height one maximal ideals. In any case

there is an NP[f]Vi with

NPi[f]&lt;=NP[r] &lt;¦ &gt;^Xp,®fcW

with (coker qt) a finite free fc|[fj module and NP[r] specializes to NP. Let
Ux =x—(U,#t Pj) and increasing the number of P,&apos;s if necessary we can assume N
is trivial over Ut n [/, Vi, /. Then the qî&apos;s define sheaves Jft on 17, x Spec fc[r]
which are vector bundles outside (Pt)x(0) and trivial on (Ul-(Pl))xSpec kltj.
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Now N can be defined by matrices in Gln(OUinu). Lifting thèse matrices to
éléments of Gi^iÛu^u^kltJ) defines an 0XxspeckM module Jf which is generi-
cally a vector bundle and specializes to N. This proves the proposition.

PROPOSITION (1.2.0). Let X be a smooth irreducible curve; then
Quotm (n, X) is irreducible. In particular, for any irreducible curve, the open subset

of Quot supported at smooth points is irreducible.

Proof. Write Q Quotm (n, X) and recall we hâve an exact séquence

(1.1.1) 0-+N ^0£XQ-&gt;H-&gt;O

where Jf is a rank n vector bundle onXxQ and p2*H is a rank m vector bundle
on Q. The déterminant defines a map d:/\n Jf ~^0Xxq with cokernel finite of
rank m over Q. Hence we get a morphism p from Q to Hilbm (X) Quotm (1, X)
with fibres representing quotients which are supported at the &quot;determinantal

cycle.&quot; Consider the subset Um(n, X) c: Quotm (n, X) of quotients supported at m
distinct points. As in the proof of Proposition (1.1) we see that the fibres of p are
m-fold products of Pn&quot;1?s. Since Hilbm (X) is irreducible and the image of
Um(n, X) is dense open we find L/m(n, X) is irreducible. It remains to prove that
Um(n, X) is dense. But any Nc0£ is locally free as X is smooth so the arguments
used in the proof of Proposition (1.1) show that N can be deformed over fc|fj so
that the quotient is supported at m distinct points. This proves the proposition.

Remark (1.2.1). Since any finite set of points on a smooth irreducible projec-
tive variety Z can be joined by a smooth irreducible curve X, given two points on
Um(n, Z) we can find an X with Um(n, X) containing them. Hence Um(n, Z) is

irreducible.

PROPOSITION (1.3) [D&apos;Souza]. Let N be a torsion free module of rank n over
a one dimensional Gorenstein ring û. Let A&apos; -&gt; A be a surjective map of complète
local k-algebras (with residue field k). Given an embedding NA ^ On®kA with
On&lt;g)A/NA a fiât A module and a flat déformation NA&gt; of N over A&apos;, lifting NA,
there is an embedding NA&gt; ^ On®A&apos; so that the diagram

NA&apos;

Naa a is commutative.

Proof [0-S, Appendix].
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(1.4) From now on fix a singular local ring Û of an intégral Gorenstein curve X
and write F ûn, Û the normalization of 6, K the quotient field of û, F Ûn,
8 length (6lu), C &lt;= Û the conductor of û in û. Let Nbea torsion free O module
of rank n. Write N N -Ô N&lt;8&gt;ÔyTorsion and as N is torsion free over a P.I.D.
it is free. Choose n éléments in N which generate N over Û. Thèse define an
imbedding F c^ N so that F • Û N • 6 F. Thus every isomorphism class of û
modules is represented by one between F and F.

DEFINITION-PROPOSITION (1.5). The functor of Û-submodules of F with
colength d is denoted by E(d). It is represented by a closed subset of a Grassmanian.

(1.6) By the above Ud^ns E(d) &apos;contains&apos; every isomorphism class of Û modules.
We claim E(n8) contains an open subset of free O modules which has dimension
8 - n2. Openness is immédiate. Now let Fl5 F2eE(n8), Fl&amp;F2~F. Then &lt;p yields
an élément of Aut (Kn) which préserves F i.e. an élément of Gi^iÛ). Thus Gln(Ô)
acts transitively on this open subset of E(n8) so to obtain its dimension we just
calculate the isotropy at any one point, say, F. This is clearly Gln(û) and the coset

space Gln&amp;IGlniO) has dimension equal to n2 • length (€/O) 8n2. For Xra-
tional with one singular point this open subset defines ail vector bundles trivial
on X. However the space of stable vector bundles should be 8 • n2-(n2-l).
This is accounted for by the fact that PGlnik) opérâtes freely at the generic
module in E(n8) and the moduli is got generically by taking a quotient.

(1.7) Take N,F^Nc:F. Then

(1.7.1) nf • nt etf V(nt)eivj

is canonically identified with Hom (N, Û). Note that for N as above N* &lt;= F and
C • Fc=iV*. By reflexivity

(1.7.2) length (F/N*) length (N/F).

(Remark. It is a standard fact that rank one torsion free modules over û are
reflexive. For higher rank just use induction on the rank and the vanishing of
Ext1 (N, €) for N torsion free.)

PROPOSITION (1.7.2). (a). Every module N can be represented by C
NczF.
(b) If N a F, C&apos;F£N then there is an Nf^N with C Fa N&apos;a F satisfying

1.7.4) length (F/Nf) &lt;# length (F/N)
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Proof. Writing N P*, FaPczF, (a) is clear by reflexivity.
To prove (b) use (a) to get N&apos; with C • F ci N&apos; c F and extend the isomorphism

&lt;p:N&apos;«2V to an isomorphism Nf&lt;g)K^N(g&gt;K Kn so &lt;peGln(K). As &lt;p(C-F)c

Ne F ail the entries of &lt;p are in 0 so &lt;peMn(0). It is easy to verify

(1.7.5) length (F/cp(F)) length (C/det &lt;p).

It follows that length (F/N&apos;) length (F/N)-length (Ô/det (&lt;p)). Suppose det (&lt;p) is

unit in Ô so cp g GU0). Then as C • F&lt;= AT, C- Fez (p(C • F) c &lt;p(Nr) N which
contradicts our assumption. So &lt;p is not in Gln(Û) and hence length (d/det (&lt;p))&gt;0.

This proves the proposition.

§2.

In this section the curve X will be assumed to be embedded in a smooth
surface Z. We first prove.

LEMMA 2.0. M is irreducible &lt;?&gt; Quotm (n, X) is irreducible for every m.

Proof. Let N be an Ûx module of rank n, N^€x with finite cokernel of length
m. Suppose Quotm (n, X) is irreducible so N can be deformed to N(t)&lt;zOx® kit}
with the quotient supported at m distinct kit} rational primes and none of them

singular. Then clearly N(f)®fc((0) is locally free on XxSpec fc((r)).

Conversely, let M be irreducible and suppose Quotm (n, X) is irreducible for
m ^mo-l. Let N^ûx define a point in Quotm°. Recall that as X is irreducible
the quotients 6X/N supported at m0 distinct smooth points form an irreducible

open subset U Um°(n, X). Also if €X/N is supported at smooth points of X it
lies in the closure of U as may be verified by treating Ûx/N as a sheaf on the

normalization of X. Suppose Ûx/N is supported at yu y2,..., ys, s&gt; 1. Then for

every i we hâve s, length (Ox,yJNyi)&lt;m0. Since each quotient OXtyJNyi defînes a

point in Quof&apos; (n,X) which is in the closure of f/s(n,X) there exists a déformation

of Ox/N generically having support at mo lA distinct smooth points. We

may therefore assume that OXIN and ail its small déformations are supported at

one point xeX. This means that the Punctual Quot scheme QuoC°(n,X)
contains a component W of Quotm°(n,X) and the map QuoC° (n, X) c-^

Quotm° (n, X) is bijective in a neighbourhood of €X/N. Since M is irreducible N
can be deformed to a locally free 6X module. Let N[t] be an €x®klt} module
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defining this déformation. If we localize around x then we can use (1.3) to lift the
given imbedding Nx e-&gt;^x,x to Nx[t] ^ 0X,X® fc|[t] with cokernel a free kit}
module of rank m0. Now the imbedding Nx[t] &lt;-&gt; 0X,X® &amp;[*] is the restriction of
an inclusion N&apos;[f] &lt;-* 0X® kit} with the same cokernel and N&apos;[t] is generically a

vector bundle specializing to N on X. As Quotxn°(n, X) is bijective with
Quotm°(n,X) in a neighbourhood of €X/N, Ox®klt]JN&apos;[t] is supported at (x)x
Spec fc[r] and so there are points of W in every neighbourhood of Ox/N defined
by vector bundles. We will dérive a contradiction.

Let fci,..., hne0Xx define a free 0Xx module P with 0X,X/P having length
ra0. Then the déformation (ht 4- r) is a flat déformation that is not supported at x.
But then Quotm° (n, X) cannot be bijective with QuoÇHn, X) in a neighbourhood
of 0x/P and the proposition is proved.

Remark 2.1. The proof of the above proposition yields the fact that if
is deformable over kit} to a vector bundle then the given injection lifts to a

(possibly différent) déformation that is supported generically at m distinct points
where m length (Ûx/N). We will use this remark later.

COROLLARY 2.2. // M is irreducible then

(2.2.0) dim QuoC (n, X) ^ n • m -1

for ail xeX and m^ 1.

Proof. Since QuotJ1 is a proper closed subset of Quotm and dim Um(n, X)
n • m the resuit follows.

From now on X is an irreducible and reduced curve on a smooth surface Z
and C is the conductor of €x in its normalization.

LEMMA 2.3. If v is the multiplicity of ûx,x &amp;nà M the maximal idéal then

Proof. The conductor is defined by the set of curves g 0, gsûz with
multiplicity greater than or equal to (mult0x,x~~l) at x as we^ as at a^ infinitely
near points. Hence C^W0&apos;1. Recall that if €&apos; is the blow up of O €XyX then
W~r is the conductor of O in ff and C Cx • Ttv~x where d is the conductor of
û&apos; in 0. Also by the définition of blowing up there is a z in 3K satisfying
z • ff 3K • 0&apos; so that 2B&quot;&quot;&quot;1 • O&apos; zv~x • O&apos;. Assume that C&lt;=2KC; we will dérive a
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contradiction. We hâve

c Hom {Tlv~\ HR°) Hom

Hom(z-1-€&apos;,€&apos;) Z&apos;O&apos;.

This says that z~x &apos;Qc^za non unit in € and contradicts the définition of Cx

as the largest C idéal in €&apos;. The lemma is thereby proved.

Remark 2.4. In characteristic zéro a polar of the équation of X in Z at x gives
an élément of C not in ffîv since a derivative has lower order than that of the
équation, (see Coolidge-A Treatise on Algebraic Plane Curves). In gênerai we
refer to any geC-ffllv as a polar.

THEOREM (2.5). Quotm (n, X) is irreducible for ail m.

Proof. Since the problem is local around the singular points we use induction
on the multiplicity of one singular point, x e X. Assume the resuit true for a curve
with multiplicity less than i&gt; mult(0x,x)- By Lemma 2.3 there is a g€Ûz with g
of order (v -1) and g defining an élément of C We hâve

(2.5.1) Quotm (n, ÛXIC) ^ QuoÇ (n, Oz/(g)).

By adding a gênerai élément of 0z of high order to g we can assume that g 0

defines (locally) a reduced curve in Z irreducible in a neighbourhood of x. Now
induction and Cor. 2.2 gives

(2.5.2) dim Quotm (n, Ûx/C)^dim QuoC (n, Ozl(g))^n • m -1.

If xu..., xr are the singular points of X and N a torsion free rank n €x
module then to show that N is deformable to a vector bundle it sufrlces to know
this for NXi, Vi. We* may therefore assume that X has one singular point, x.

Assume ail Ox modules N which hâve an embedding N &lt;-^Ûx with
length (Ûx/N)&lt;mo can be deformed to locally free modules. By Remark (2.1) this
is équivalent to the assumption that Um(n,X) is dense in Quotm(n,X) for
m&lt;m0 and in particular Quotm (n, X) is irreducible for m &lt; m0. We want to
show that Quotm° (n, X) is irreducible. By Lemma 2.0 and induction on m0 this
would yield the theorem.
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Suppose 0x/N is supported at yl9 y2,..., ys, s &gt; 1. Then for every i we hâve
st length (OxJNy)&lt;m0.

Since each quotient Ox,yJNyi defines a point in Quof1 (n, X) which is the
closure of USi(n, X) there exists a déformation of 0x/N generically having support
at m0 distinct smooth points. Hence Ox/N lies in the closure of Um°(n, X) so that
N is deformable to a vector bundle. Therefore suppose Ox/N is supported at one
point y € X. If y ^ x, i.e. if y is a smooth point then N is actually locally free since
Nx ^x,x and Ny is free when Ox,y is a discrète valuation ring.

We can thus restrict ourselves to quotients in Quot™0 (n, X). The above
discussion says that the open set U Quotm° (n, X) - Quot™°(n, X) has Um°(n, X)
as a dense (irreducible) subset. If Quotm° (w, X) is reducible then QuoO&gt;(n, X)
must contain a component W of Quotm° (n, X). We will prove the theorem by
deriving a contradiction.

Let Q g Quoi™0 (n, X) c Quotm° (X) be a gênerai point of W so that if Ûx/N
represents Q every small déformation of Ox/N is supported at x. By Remark
(2.1), N cannot be deformed to a locally free module. If C-OxfiN then by
Proposition (1.7.3) there is an N&apos; with N&apos;X^NX and with C • Ox&lt;=:Nr^Ox. Further

(2.5.3) length (0J/N&apos;) $ length (ÛX/N) mo

and so by assumption N&apos; is deformable to a vector bundle. But for y ^ x Nfy Ox,y
and N&apos;X~NX so that Proposition (1.2) implies that N is also deformable to a

vector bundle. This contradicts Remark (2.1) and hence we may assume C • 0x&lt;^

N. As Ûx/N is a gênerai point of W the natural map Quotm° (n, €X/C) -&gt;

Quotm°(n, X) is a bijection in a neighbourhood of P. Of course, as W is a

component, Quotm° (n, X) is bijective with Quot^° (n, X) in a neighbourhood of P.

If X&apos; is an affine open subset of X then Quotm (n, X&apos;) is an open subset of
Quotm(n,X) and if xeX&apos; then Quot™ (n,X&apos;) QuoC (n,X). As we will en-
counter only quotients supported at x and their small déformations we can restrict
ourselves to an open neighbourhood of x. Let Z&apos; ci Z be an affine open set with
X&apos; XHZ&apos; satisfying jc€X&apos; and X&apos; defined by one équation, {/=0}, fe€z. Let
g e Ûz define a polar of X&apos; at x. If g is chosen sufficiently gênerai and Z&apos; small
enough we can arrange so that {/ 0}n{g 0} z€Z and {/+tg 0}c:
Z&apos; x Spec fc[r] is smooth outside (z) x Spec fc[tj, where of course, OzJ(f) €XfX.

Write S Spec k[r] and {f+tg 0} X&apos;s and &lt;p&apos;:X&apos;s-&gt;S the restriction of the

projection map. The family &lt;p is smooth outside (z) x S and the singular point of
the generic fibre has multiplicity v-l (order g at z), by the définition of a polar.
As in the proper case we hâve a corresponding family p&apos; : Quotm° (n, X&apos;s \ S) —&gt; S

where the fibres of p&apos; are open subsets of the Quot schemes of the fibres of &lt;p&apos;.

Since f+tgeCciN, €X/N or rather Ox&gt;&lt;s/N®Ûs, defines a section a of p&apos;. By
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induction on the multiplicity of the singular point the generic fibre of p&apos; is
irreducible of dimension n • m0. As the section a(S) passes through PeW&apos;

W fl Quotm° (n, X&apos;), semicontinuity of dimension gives dimP Quotm° (n, X) ^
n • m0. But we hâve seen that

Quotm° (n, €X/C) -* QuoC« (n, X) -&gt; Quotm&gt; (n, X)

are bijections around P so we hâve

(2.5.4) dimP Quot™« (n,Ox/C)^n- m0.

However g defines an élément of C and hence 0x/C is a quotient of €z&gt;l(g). This
means Quotm« (n, Ûx/C) c= Quot7« (n • €z Kg)) where y e Spec &lt;9Z&apos;/(g) maps to z e Z&apos;.

As Quotm°(n,ÛZ&apos;/(g)) is irreducible of dimension n • m0 and QuoÇ&quot; (n, Cz/(g))
is a proper closed subset of Quotm°(n, ©z/(g)) we hâve

(2.5.5) diirip QuoO&gt; (n, Ox/C) &lt;n- m0.

This contradicts (2.5.4) and proves the theorem.

COROLLARY 2.6. Quotm (n, Z) is irreducible Vm.

Proo/. Note that for n 1 Quotm is just Hilbm (Z) which is smooth and
connected of dimension 2m. For n &gt; 1 we need to use the irreducibility of
Quotm (n, X) c Quotm (n, Z) for a suitable irreducible curve X in Z. Now it is

clear that if any two points of a scheme can be joined by an irreducible subscheme
the scheme is irreducible. We claim that given two quotients ÛZIM and 0z/N of
length m there is an irreducible curve X with Quotm (n, X) containing both the
given quotients.

Let Ql9 Q2,..., Qs, and Pl9 P2,..., Pt be the supports of €ZIM and ÛnzIN

respectively. The annihilator of €ZIM®OZIN is an idéal /c 0z with Oz/I
supported at (Pu P2,..., Qu O2 • • •)• Let B be the semi local ring of the (P,, Q;)
which exists as Z is projective. Then ail we need to define a suitable X is to find a

height one prime ^S &lt;= j. As B is a U.F.D. any irreducible élément in I defines a 9$

and this proves the corollary.

Remark (2.7). We do not know if Quotm (n, Z) is reduced for n &gt; 1.
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